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The simulation shows a peak bag arrival of 43 bags in a ten minute period at 1030 Hours.  
The primary reason for this peak is due to frequent jams located at SX3-19.  See Figure 
14: SX319 Jam.  

Figure 14: SX319 Jam 

 

These jams occur on an average of 5 times a day and take approximately 11 minutes to 
recover.  Figure 15: BIR Induct Counts displays total bag count numbers for the BIR as 
simulated in the model. 
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Ticket Counter Lines 
Bags from the ticket counters are inducted via 14 positions on each ticket counter. See 
Figure 4: Ticket Counter Input Points.  The bag induction rate is based on a flight 
schedule table.  For more information regarding flight table data, see Table 22: Modeling 
Flight Table. 

Figure 4: Ticket Counter Input Points 

 

As bags arrive at the ticket counter, they are placed randomly into one of 14 agent 
positions.  All available induction points are used in the simulation because the purpose 
of the simulation is to test the throughput efficiencies associated with the BHS and not 
the ticket counter agent processes.  All of the ticket counter induction positions allow the 
system to receive as many bags as possible.  Each ticket counter position or agent takes 2 
minutes (+/- 30 seconds) to process each bag.  Due to Kiosk utilization by Virgin Airlines 
(VX) all of their domestic bags are processed in 1.5 minutes.  For reporting purposes, 
each bag’s induct time and total counts are captured at a photocell at the first decline and 
measures the number of times each ticket counter has stopped for over 30 seconds. 

TC12-12 and TC10-12 Merge Logic 
The TC-12 line merges into TC-11, and TC-10 merges into TC-9.  The merge windows 
for all ticket counter lines are set at eight feet, Head-to-Head.  Merge logic is accounted 
for at these locations to prevent bags from being held for long periods of time at the ticket 
counters.  Bags held at the merge for more than 15 seconds trigger the systems to hold 
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